Abstract. Let E denote the space of all entire functions / of exponential type (i.e. |/(z)| =<9(exp (ß|z|)) for some ß>0). Let denote the space of all positive continuous functions k on the complex plane C with exp (B\z\) = 0(k(z)) for each ß>0. For keX and 5<=C, let |/|U,s = sup {\f(z)\lk{z) : z e 5}. We prove that the two families of seminorms {|| [U.cJteJf and {|| \\k,s}kejr, where S = {n + im : -co <n,m< +oo}, determine the same topology on E.
When S=C, write \\f\\k for ||/||fc,c-The seminorms || |fc determine a locally convex topology on E which has been shown by L. Ehrenpreis [3, Chapter 5 ] (see also [10] ) to be of interest in the study of several problems concerning entire functions. He has also posed the following question [3, p. 173] . Call a subset S of C sufficient if the seminorms || \\kiS determine the same topology on E as do the seminorms ||k. Are the lattice points {n + im : n,m = 0, ±1, +2,...} a sufficient set? We prove here that this is the case.
The above problem is one of estimating entire functions which are "not too large" from their values at the lattice points, and such problems have been discussed by several authors (see e.g. [2] , [5] , [7] , [8] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] ). Work along these lines seems to have started from a problem posed by Littlewood and solved by G. Pölya, J. M. Whittaker, and others (see [12] ). Namely, if / is an entire function which is bounded at the lattice ponts and if A/(r,/) = sup{|/(z)| : |z| = r} satisfies log M(r,f) = o(r2), then / must be a constant. In connection with this problem, Whittaker has discussed the notion of "flat regions" of entire functions [14] (see also [7] and [8] ). The work presented here was motivated by that of Whittaker and we have, in fact, given uniform versions of estimates similar to those proved by him (e.g. compare Lemma 3 with Lemma 504 of [14] ). Other results related to the ones proved here are due to V. Ganapathy Iyer [5] , whose notion of an "effective" set is about the same as a sufficient set.
One reason for determining "small" sufficient sets is that a set S is sufficient if and only if every entire function F(z) can be represented as an absolutely convergent Fourier integral
where the measure v is supported on the set S [3, p. 12, or 4]. Thus, we obtain as a corollary the following fact.
Corollary.
Every entire function F can be represented in the form
where \anJ(n2 + m2}~112 ->0 as n2 + m2 +oo.
The expansion for F is never unique.
2. If S is a subset of C, denote by p(z, S) the distance from z e C to S. Theorem 2. Let Sc C be such that p(z, S) ^ 1 for all z e C, and let f be an entire function with /(0)=1. There are absolute constants C1; C2, C3>0 such that, for all logM(,,/) , log+ M^,/;^1^L emma 1. Let u(r), <p{r ) be positive, increasing, continuous functions defined for r^ 8 and such that for some positive constants Cu C2, C3, 1
(iv) u(r) = o(sp(r)), (v) u(r)^<p(r.) + C3r + CMC2r)/r + (u(C2r)/ry}. Then there is a number r0>0, depending only on <p, C1; C2, C3, K (and not on u(r)) such that, for all r^r0, u(r)^2{<p(r) + C3r}.
We will first deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem 2 and Lemma 1. Proof of Theorem 1. Clearly the topology on E induced by the seminorms || \\kiS is weaker than that induced by the seminorms || ||fc. Thus, we have to show that given any k e Jf, there exists k± e 3f and C>0 such that (0 ll/IU ^ c\\f\\kl,s.
Actually, we are going to prove an estimate of the form [max(Ä-, C2)]-1(9>(C2r) + C3C2r), so (5) together with (4) implies that u(C2r) ^ <f>(C2r). Repeating the above argument, we find that, for every n= 1, 2,..., u(C2r)^ib(C2r) which, together with (ii) and (iv), is a contradiction. Thus, m(/)^ </<(/) for all r^r0, as asserted.
To give the proof of Theorem 2 we introduce the following notation and prove three (easy) lemmas. Let the zeros of the entire function /be denoted by {zy}. Here we use the standard convention that each zero is repeated in the sequence {zt} as many times as its multiplicity as a zero of/. For each £ g C and />0, let |z>-CIS< denote the number of z;-in the disc \z-£| g t. Write n(t) for n(t, 0) and let A denote Lebesgue measure on C. except for £ in a set of measure not exceeding w SP2. When | £| g P/2 and 1 5= r ±= P/2, (6) implies the inequality of the lemma. For x > 0, let log + x = max (log x, 0), and log ~ x = log + x -log x = -min (log x, 0). where C is as in Lemma 3. If we apply Lemmas 2 and 3 with P = 3|a|, we see that 
